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Direct Forum is a free email newsletter containing useful direct marketing tips, news updates and
how-to information. It’s convenient, informative and I am not trying to sell you anything!

1. No, that’s not advertising and
that’s not direct marketing
either.
2. Before creating your next
fundraising appeal, first think
about who you are creating it for.

3. The evolution of posters,  
     billboards and out-of-home
     media from static
     to interactive.
4. My video pick of the month:
     Generation Lockdown

No, that’s not advertising and
that’s not direct marketing
either.
Advertising and direct marketing
are the only professions I know of
where everyone is an expert and just
about everyone thinks they can just
get into it without any formal
training.
Can you imagine showing up at
an architect’s office one day saying,
“I built my son’s treehouse so I know
how to build and design,” or walking
into at a hospital with an application
to be a nurse because you stopped

your thumb from bleeding after
a paper cut?
Sure, advertisers and direct
marketers don’t save lives or
build structures, but what they
know can make the difference
between your business or
charity succeeding or failing.
Just because everyone has an
opinion on advertising and direct
marketing does not make them an
expert. Yet, I have
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had people on the board of directors
of big banks and non-profit
organizations tell me why the concept
I presented yesterday was not good
because they showed it to their wife or
friend who disliked it or because
the logo was too small.

concept because green was not their
favourite colour and I had used
green as the background colour.
Then there are people who have
either heard or read something
online lately and have proclaimed
to be experts in advertising or direct
marketing because that’s the future.

I have even had one member
of a committee turn down a great

(Special thanks to Tom Fishburne for his cartoon strip that says it all.)
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I could even brag about the
number of awards I have won
or how many millions I have
helped my clients raise but, as
a rule, anyone who tries to sell
you on specific tactics or what is
hot and what is not, isn’t a direct
marketer and they certainly
don’t understand advertising.

I wasn’t always a direct marketer.
I started out with a degree from
two art schools and worked as an
art director for advertising agencies
in Mumbai, Munich Montreal, New
York and Toronto. And after another
15+ years of working for my own
company, Designers Inc. and now
BKS Creative Fundraising Services,
on hundreds of direct marketing
projects for banks, pharma and
charities, plus teaching direct
marketing for Seneca College for
the same number of years, I think
I have enough experience to
claim that I know a thing or
two about both advertising
and direct marketing.

If you’re looking to grow
your business, sustain your
business, make your charity
more profitable, then you’ll want
to work with someone who has
been doing this for a while.
Thanks for listening—phew I
finally got that off my chest!

My new logo

BKS

Billy K. Sharma Creative Fundraising Services
concept developent • copywriting • art direction
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
Tel: 416 • 203 • 9787
billy@designersinc.ca
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Before creating your nextfundraising  appeal,
first think about who you are creating it for.

If you think “We really need to reach out
to the younger people because that’s
where today’s opportunity is”, then
think again. Last year in the US
older donors gave $92.6 billion,
while the younger donors only gave
$44.7 billion.

and other social media solicitations are
like restaurant menus, packed with so
much information that they are hard
to read without magnifying lenses.

They also give to more than one charity.
Baby Boomers are also living long, healthy
lives; their average life expectancy in Canada
is now 80 years for males and 84 years for
females.

BAD DESIGN ABOUNDS

Baby Boomers are the major
supporters of most, if not all, charities.

Despite their increasing numbers the
non-profit world seems to misjudge how to
talk to them in the appeals for donations
they send them.

First remember as people grow older,
the things that do increase are a deeper
appreciation of the value of life and a
compassion for others. No wonder
grandchildren love their Nana.

What does diminish is their
eyesight, hearing, taste, touch and,
well, almost everything physical.

What they do have in abundance is
more free time and higher discretionary
income than younger people but less
patience with younger people and messages
trying to get at their hard-earned money.

Many of the appeals older folks receive
from charities: direct mail, emails, Facebook

And when charities do design things
specifically for the elderly, they
tend to either have pieces printed
with very low contrast or they over
compensate and overdo it.

?

The problem is that things are still
designed more with form over function in
mind. And that does not function well
for them.

Then there’s the content problem. Once
upon a time, a direct mail appeal told a
story. Now they are either packed with a
list of statistics or the content is designed for a
younger audience. The letters are short
because they have been told that people
don’t have time to read today.
But remember, boomers have
more free time to decide how to
spend their higher
discretionary income.

My suggestion: segment this group
from your younger donors and
tell your story as convincingly as possible.
The old copywriting question still applies—
how long should your message be?
Well, long enough to convince them
to donate. And as the Monty Python
skit says, Don’t skimp on the paté.

Photo above. Source: Unsplash, Photographer: Katie Moum
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The evolution of posters,
billboards and out-of-home media
from static
to interactive.
YROTS RUOY .5
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OOH has4 come a long way from
the once static format to a more
interactive format which is music
to a direct marketer like me.
As a young designer I was fascinated
by movie posters like these alongside:
To a creative person, a poster is
the biggest challenge because the
message has to be short so that
people get it with little or no
explanation. But, they can also
be the biggest source of joy
when you do come up with a
brilliant idea, like this:

Credit:
Poster by Saul Bass

Credit:
Poster by Bruce Yan

Credits:
Art director Oscar Ross
Ad Agency: Goodis,
Goldberg, Soren
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Or this

Or even this one below for Amnesty
International from Poland.

Or this with no words just a
shatter-proof glass from 3M.

And a bus shelter in Canada in winter
with real heat lamps that radiated
heat with the slogan: Feel the warmth
of Brazil

Credits:
Art director: Rob Sweetman
Writer: Bryan Colins,
Creative directors: Ian Grais/Chris Staples,
Graphic artist: Steve Pinter,
Ad agency: Rethink,
Client Trimline Security Glass
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OOH has evolved so that direct
marketers are using interactivity,
or getting people involved, as the
hallmark of great creative.
Here are some brilliant examples below:

These are from Milwaukee-based COA
Youth & Family Centers (COA)
in partnership with C-K/Milwaukee.
They displayed a series of posters to
raise awareness of the positive impact
parents’ involvement with their child’s
education has on chances of success in
the classroom. The pro bono campaign
brings interactive learning displays
to life around the Milwaukee area.
Created by the following students:
Advertising Agency: Cramer-Krasselt, Milwaukee, USA
Executive Creative Director: Chris Jacobs
Creative Directors: Brian Ganther, Todd Stone
Art Directors: Brian Steinseifer, Josiah Werning, Jim Root,
Zack Schulze, Yvonne Lopez
Copywriters: Jim Jodie, Jeff Van Zandt,
Sandy DerHovsepian, Lucian McAfee
Illustrators: Brian Robson, Seventh Street Studios, Tyson
Mangelsdorf, Anne Wertheim, Marcel Laverdet
Art Buyer: Karen Kirsch
Print Producer: Kelli Bucholz
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How about this billboard. It
literally traps 230,000 real bugs.
This billboard promoted a new
outdoor insect spray, Orphea, in
Milan. This clever billboard used
the actual “spray” to create a giant
fly paper. Over a period of days,
the sticky trap captured hundreds
of thousands of real insects.
Watch the video:
https://youtu.be/xgvXZsgr9IQ
Or this one. It’s the first
poster that responds to
people looking at it.
Amnesty International
displayed a scene of
domestic violence on a
bus stop when no one
was looking.
An eye-tracking camera w
as placed above so that
when people felt that the
image changed in the
corner of their eye, and
looked at the poster, the
image changed to a
happy couple after a
pre-programed time. The message:
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE:
IT HAPPENS WHEN NO
ONE IS WATCHING
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Then there is this one. In 2014 a
Swedish subway ad for a shampoo got
a lot of attention by showing a woman’s
hair blowing in the wind on a subway
platform whenever a train arrived.

This inspired another attentiongrabbing display by the Swedish
Childhood Cancer Foundation.
I’ll spare you any spoiler alert.
Here’s the link to the video:
https://youtu.be/064ipuBiWDg01

Credits
Agency: Garbergs, Stockholm, Sweden
Creative Director: Petter Ödéen
Art Director: Sebastian Smedberg
Copywriter: Sedir Ajeenah
Photographer: Daniel Griffel
Account Manager: Ida Tenggren
Digital Director: Micke Ring
Producer: Karolina Smedberg
Production company: Adamsky
Post/grading/sound: The Line
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Here a new one called: Purina—let
your dog pee on this billboard.
Once again, I won’t spoil the fun.
Just watch:
https://youtu.be/05LOp00sclI

There you have it. As you may have
noticed I have not tried to describe
any of the out-of-home material
because if it needs an explanation
then that defeats the purpose of
a poster. I have just given credit
because credit was due.
There is a glimmer of hope that
out-of-home will no longer
be out-of-mind.
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My video pick of the month:
Generation Lockdown

Sadly this is now part of American life. Just another
series as part of a movement: March For Our Lives.
Video link: https://youtu.be/0IM4p62p3M0
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:
To subscribe, email me at:
billy@designersinc.ca
To download back issues of my
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website:
www.designersinc.ca
To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail simply
saying, “Please, remove.” To participate,
send me an email with your suggestions.
To post a comment, please include your
name, email address and your thoughts.
Let me remind you that your name and/or
e-mail address will never be shared, sold,
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.
BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc.
1806-77 Harbour Square
Toronto, ON
M5J 2S2
© Designers Inc.
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